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Introduction 

The irreversible process of globalization and Internet revolution has changed the way 
people live their lives. The global spread of large-scale improvements of transportation 
and communication technologies has made the global world smaller than ever. 

In relation to this, the Internet- especially the World Wide Web- has eliminated the 
barriers for communication and interaction with people from different countries. Unlike 
other communication and tools, the Web is available to any person in the world with an 
Internet connection. However, although the Web traces its roots from the United States, 
it reaches out to the four corners of the globe, wherein plenty do not know how to speak 
English. In fact, Internet research for IDC reports that within four years, only thirty 
percent of the Internet users will speak English as their first language. Because of the 
trend, translation becomes an important medium to communicate with various users on 
theWeb [LANN2001]. 

Language Translation, though an emerging sector, has shown progress in recent years. 
Part of its improvement lies in the development of productivity enhancing linguistic 
tools. Machine Translation is one of the major tools that analyzes and converts text from 
a source language to the target language. It does not require human intervention and 
preferable when integrated with organizational workflows for best results [LISA2001]. 

Future trends facing the industry include the need to use technology, process integration 
and develop a new tool. One development in that direction is the advent of Multilingual 
Chat Translation systems. These systems offer an opportunity to chat online with 
colleagues and friends that do not speak the same language. It is faster, reusable and cost 
effective than human translation [LISA2001]. 

Statement of the Problem 

Businessmen encounter problems communicating with countries that speak in a different 
language. 



There are instances when miscommunication occurs. One instance is when one attempts 
to send a letter from one country to another that speaks in a different language. Because 
of the language barrier, the receiver might interpret the sender’s message in the wrong 
manner. Thus, it might lead to confusion and at times arguments. 

Another instance is when vendors cannot sell a product because their clients do not 
understand what they are selling. In order for the customer or client to invest in a certain 
product, the vendor must be able to fully communicate what the product is all about. In 
cases where language differences are an issue, the transaction may fail. 

An alternative is to hire a human translator. However, translation is a highly skilled job 
that requires more than the mere knowledge of a number of languages. In some countries, 
the translators’ salaries are comparable to highly trained professionals. Thus, it is costly 
to hire one. In addition, the delays in translation may prove costly. An average translator 
could only translate four to six pages of good quality translation per day and delays could 
erode the market lead-time of a new product [ARNO1994]. 

Also, when one conducts translations from one end of the globe to another, it is quite 
costly for it to be mediated by an interpreter over the phone. Also, there is an issue of 
confidentiality between the interpreter and the clients. The fact that the interpreter could 
acquire information over the course of translation is risky. 

 



The Philippine Style Chat is a proposed instant messenger translation system that works 
in a real- time environment. Given a scenario where two users do not understand each 
other due to different languages they used. The system provides a solution through the 
following steps. First, the users are subdivided into two parts: the sender and the receiver. 
The sender is connected to the Internet. Using the system, the sender sends a message in 
his/her own language. The input sentence goes into the system that uses the transfer 
approach to translation, and gets information from grammar rules and dictionaries. After 
going through the process of translation, the translated sentence is sent to the receiver in 
the language he/she understands. 

The transfer process views translation as a three- phase process. First, analyze the input 
into a source- language syntactic structural representation. Second, transfer that 
representation into the corresponding target-language structure. Lastly, synthesize the 
output from that structure. Although this approach has the disadvantage of requiring 
another stage of processing, it holds an advantage of approaching the contrastive element 
of translation for it is at the transfer stage that the differences between the languages are 
revealed [SONN2000]. 

Grammar Formalism 

Grammars are able to describe the syntax of languages. In the field of machine 
translation, grammar formalisms are treated as mathematical entities that can capture 
natural language [ BORRA1999]. 

For this project, context-free grammar will be used. Context-free grammars are type 2 
grammars that are widely used for syntactic description [ TRUJ1999]. It is a formal 
system that depicts a language by describing how a legal text can be derived from 
symbols called an axiom or sentence symbol [ELI2001]. 

A context-free grammar consists of the following components: 

> A set of terminal symbols, which are the characters of the alphabet that appear in 
the strings generated by the grammar. 

> A set of non-terminal symbols, which are placeholders for patterns of terminal 
symbols that can be generated by the non-terminal symbols. 

> A set of productions, which are rules for replacing (or rewriting) non-terminal 
symbols (on the left side of the production) in a string with other non-terminal or 
terminal symbols (on the right side of the production). 

> A start symbol, which is a special non-terminal symbol that appears in the initial 
string generated by the grammar [NELS2001].” 



To generate a string of terminal symbols from a Context-free grammar, the following 
steps are done: 

• First, begin with a string that consists of the start symbol; 

• Apply one of the productions with the start symbol on the left hand side, replacing the 
start symbol with the right hand of the production; 

• Repeat the process of choosing non-terminal symbols in the string, and replacing them 
with the right hand side of some corresponding production, until all the non-terminal 
symbols are replaced by terminal symbols [NELS2001]. 

The close correspondence between the syntactic descriptions of the natural language and 
the context-free grammars have been made them a useful and popular tool in natural 
language processing. Also, since they are more convenient in defining syntax of 
programming language, efficient techniques for processing them have been developed. 
However, problems occur when situations like unbounded dependencies, which one 
cannot use context-free grammar to solve alone [TRUJ1999]. 
Project Objectives 
 
General Objectives 
 
The general objective is to develop a real-time instant messenger translation system. 
 
Specific Objectives 
 
The specific objectives are as follows: 

> To collect relevant information from the sources and dictionaries that will 
help in translation. 

> To use algorithms that will ensure good quality translation, which solves 
different types of ambiguity. 

>   To ensure that the translation will be done in an efficient manner, which takes 
into consideration the number of users using it. 

> To incorporate features that will make translation easier and provide users 
with a “user-friendly” interface. * 

> To constantly solicit users’ feedback, so that the system will cater to their 
diverse needs. 

Significance of the Study 

Philippine Style Chat, being a translator system, dwells largely with the area of machine 
translation. In general, machine translation can be described as the process of translating 
from one human language to another. As a topic, machine translation is significant in 



various areas  - socially, politically, commercially, scientifically, intellectually or 
philosophically [ARNO1994]. 

The social or political importance of machine translation is taken from the socio-political 
importance of translation in communities where more than one language is spoken. In 
this case, the only option other than hiring translator would be the adoption of a common 
“lingua franca”. The problem with the creation of such language is that it involves the 
dominance of a certain language to the disadvantage of other languages becoming 
second-class or disappearing. Because of this, translation is important to effective 
communication- for ordinary human interaction and gathering of information one needs 
to play in society. One problem, however, is the shortage of translators due to the demand 
of translation. In the process, it seems that automation of translation is a social and 
political necessity for modern societies who do not wish to impose a common language 
on their members [ARNO1994]. 

The commercial importance of machine translation is a result of these factors. First, 
translation by itself, is commercially important. If a customer is made to choose between 
a product with an instruction manual written in English and one whose manual is written 
in Japanese, most English speakers will buy the former. Second, translation is expensive. 
Translation is a highly skilled job that requires more than knowing a number of 
languages. In some countries, translator’s salary is comparable to highly trained 
professionals. Third, delays in translation are costly. Producing high quality translation of 
difficult material requires considerable time. Estimates would show that a professional 
translator might average around 4 to 6 pages of translation (200 words) per day. Due to 
translation delays of manuals of technical documents, it can easily lead to the delay of a 
product launch [ARNO1994]. 

Scientifically, machine translation is important, because it is a testing ground for various 
ideas and applications in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence and Linguistics 
[ARNO1994]. 

Philosophically, machine translation is interesting, because it represents an attempt to 
automate an activity that requires the full range of human knowledge. One way of 
approach to machine translation is the extent to which one can automate translation is an 
indication of the extent to which one can automate “thinking” [ARNO1994]. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

Scope of the Project 

The developed system will create a real-time instant messenger translation device 
wherein users can communicate in real-time environment. Its scope is subdivided to two 
major parts: translation features and instant messenger related features. 



Translation features 
> Multilingual Aspect 

• The system enables the user to choose and translate any of the 
following languages: English and Filipino. For future upgrades the 
system should be able to accommodate more languages. 

> Approach to translation 

• The system uses the transfer approach for machine translation. The 
transfer approach is a three-stage process; first the system analyzes 
the given sentence, translates the sentence then generates it to the 
target language. For a more detailed description of the transfer 
approach refer to the theoretical framework. 

> Selection of Language 

• The system allows the participants to determine the language they 
type in (source language) and view (target language). 

> Mobile Messaging Shortcuts 

• The system allows users to input different shorthand shortcuts: 
emotions, greetings and expressions. Ex. if the users types in 
“WRU”—“Where are you?” becomes the input for translation. 
This feature will be added to the instant messaging service as a 
way to lessen the number of keys the user has to press. 

> Language Tools 

• The system provides a selection of word processing tools like 
spelling and grammar checking as well as look-up dictionaries 
such as thesaurus. In addition, the tool simultaneously checks for 
spelling for error that may occur while typing. Also, the look-up 
dictionary will suggest words to replace the error. For these 
language tools, the services of Dr. De Castro of the Filipino 
department, a translation and grammar expert, have been enlisted 
as well as for the Filipino dictionaries. 

Instant Messenger related features 

> Status icons. 

• The system provides icons to easily determine the language the 
user uses. As well as the language it is being translated to. 

> User Profiles 

• The system shows the contact information of each user in the 
participating chat rooms. 



> Typing Notifications 

• The system notifies that user when his chat friend typing. 

> Emoticons 

• The system provides a set of symbols that denote that user's 
expression or feeling. 

> Organizations of Contacts 

• The systems arrange your contact information into groups. 

> Font Customization 

• The system changes the style, color and size of your font. 

> Environment communication tools 

• The system allows the users to communicate information with the 
environment. It provides a section wherein users can click various 
options like Out for lunch, In a meeting etc- in a single click. 

> Option for Interoperability with other messenger systems 

• The systems will able to communicate with other messenger 
systems. 

Limitations of the Project 

> Number of Languages used. 

• The proposed system will only translate two languages: English 
and Filipino only. 

> Type of Language used 

• The proposed system will only handle languages used in daily 
conservations and basic business languages examples of which are 
defined in selected books. These cover from basic greetings, to 
business related topics such as buying and selling.. 



> Translation of text only 

• The system will only handle translation of written text. Voice 
translation will not be provided. 

> Number of Sentence per send 

• The user is only allowed to send one sentence at a time. 

> Limit of Words in the dictionary database 

• The dictionary database will be based on the words found in three 
books. The books are Conversational Tagalog by Rufino, Practical 
Guide to Chinese-Filipino Conversation by Wangli and Co. and 
Keeping Up with Your Chinese-Filipino by Young. It offers a 
vocabulary of approximately 4,000 words. 

> List of grammar rules for each language 

• The grammar rules provided will also be based on the rules 
provided in the two books. The books are Lessons in Tagalog 
structures by Teresita Ramos and Analyzing the Grammar of 
English by Teschmer and Evans. Each language will have around 
110 grammatical rules each with their closest corresponding 
equivalents assigned by the research team. 

> Mobile Messaging Shortcut limits 

• This will be limited to about 100 MMS all of which will be 
common greetings and declarative statements that will be defined 
by the research group. 

> Types of Sentences 

• In order to have good translation, the types of sentences entered 
should be simple sentences. Compound sentences are discouraged. 
Also, the type of sentences entered covers declarative and 
interrogative sentences. 

Project Justification 

Justification for using machine translation 

Background of Machine Translation 

The art of Automatic translation or machine translation is the attempt to automate all, or 
parts of the process of translating from human language to another. At present, 



commercial presence in Machine Translation is getting a big lift even though the quality 
of machine translation output is not. Several factors have contributed to the 
implementation of this technology. Among them are translation quality, downsizing and 
integration and market factors [DALE2000] 

In terms of translation quality, the technologies of machine translation traces back to the 
1960’s and 70’s where each system requires millions of dollar funded largely by 
government agencies. At present, newer approaches using statistics and examples of 
existing translations (Example Based Machine Translation) has been introduced. 
However, it has not been proven to provide better results. That is why vendors currently 
developing approaches combining both linguistics and statistical methods, which may 
deliver higher quality translation in the future [DALE2000]. 

For the last decade, machine translation has dedicated their efforts to porting to 
applications from mainframes to UNIX microcomputers and then to Windows-based 
PC’s then finally to web-based interfaces. This development makes it cheaper and easier 
get content out and into the machine translation system. In addition, machine translation 
is now a feature of popular applications, such as Lotus note and Microsoft Office. Access 
to various desktop applications increases translation volume, which in turn justifies the 
heavy investments to customize vocabularies and maintain the system [LION2001] 

Another factor to be considered are market factors. During the last decade, product cycles 
have shortened not only in the hardware and software market, but also in the automobile 
and consumer electronics. This trend shrinks the commercial value of each product - 
related content. For example, shelf life of a printer is reduced to one year. If help and 
documentation delays last for eight weeks, the manufacturers will lose 15a% of its sales. 
Although Machine Translation may not offer a good translation, it may be more favorable 
than to incur loss due to translation delays. Another market factor is the volume of text, 
particularly in the area of customer and technical support, has grown into such extent that 
companies are forced to use faster translation. The third market factor is the tolerance for 
low-quality text. During the last decade, as the volume of information increased and the 
pace of exchange accelerated, user expectation about the quality of the text has decrease 
[LION2001]. 

Benefits of Machine Translation 

Since Machine Translation holds great promise, there is a general misconception that 
machine translation was meant to replace human translation. Rather, machine translation 
only adds range of options to save time and cost and improve the services to customers 
and employees. Here are three possible goals that can be achieved with Machine 
Translation: saving cost, saving time and improve services. 

Saving Cost 

At present, there is no company that can reliably produced machine translation at the 
same quality as professional human translators. That is why cost savings cannot justify 



the use of Machine Translation when quality requirements are high. The reason behind it 
is increased fixed cost associated with maintenance and implementation. Cost savings can 
be achieved when quality is not the priority. This is possible when the Machine 
Translation contains a limited amount of customization. This is used in translating 
numerous documents or on real time translation systems such as the proposed project 
[LION2001]. 

Saving time 

In any Machine Translation arrangement stated above, the time needed to produce results 
is far less than human translation. As a result, it is easy to meet goal of saving time with 
Machine translation. There are two instances where companies can save time with 
Machine translation. Needing it now and Time-to-market [LION2001]. 

Needing it now 

If there are ephemeral materials that are value for a brief time, but may be worthless after 
an hour or a day after, an approach using Machine Translation without post-editing is 
enough. Examples of this include real-time communication, news reports, financial data, 
and so forth. Our project, Philippine Style Chat falls under this category [LION2001] 

Time-to-Market 

In cases where time-to-market is crucial due to shortened life cycles, the timesavings 
provided by Machine Translation can add "shelf life", thereby increasing the total 
revenue per product release. Lion Bridge has several projects that assist companies to 
accelerate time-to-market. These projects include technical supports articles, technical 
drawings, and aircraft manuals [LION2001] 

Improving Services to Customers. Partners and Employees 

Machine translation systems will not threaten the translator's job. Instead, it can help 
them by taking over some of the boring, repetitive translation jobs [ARNO1996]. Since 
the volume or change rate of content is too high to allow human translation, there is not 
enough budget or the resources aren't available. Also, it allows human translation to 
concentrate on more interesting task, where specialist skills are needed. Machine 
Translation with customization and maintenance delivers the message, even if it is not 
perfect [LION2001]. 

Justification on the Language Used 

Regarding the Language used, the project is geared towards the desire of the Philippine 
government to use Filipino as the medium of communication in the academe and 
government organizations. The Philippine constitution affirms it by stating:  “Ang 



pambansang wika ng Pilipinas ay Filipino. Habang ito ay nabubuo, patuloy itong 
pauunlarin at pagyamanin batay sa mga umiiral na wika sa Pilipinas at ibang wika. 

Alinsunod sa mga probisyon ng batas at kung mamarapatin ng Kongreso, gagawa ng 
hakbang ang gobyerno upang simulan at itaguyod ang paggamit ng Filipino bilang wika 
ng opisyal na komunikasyon at bilang isang wika ng pagtuturo sa sistema ng edukasyon." 

" Para sa komunikasyon at pagtuturo, ang mga opisyal na wika ng Pilipinas ay Filipino, 
at hanggang walang ibang itinakda ang batas, Ingles.” 

Kontitusyong ng Pilipinas 
Mga Bahagi ng Art.XIV,sek 6, 7 

Filipino reference books, manuals and documents are in need at present. Sadly, the 
Philippine system has been filled with English literature. With the arrival of powerful 
formalisms, knowledge representations and computational architectures to address 
natural language processing, machine translation can provide a better way of converting 
current English reference to Filipino. Also, it may serve as learning tool for foreigners to 
speak and correspond in Filipino [BORR1999]. 

Another reason that made group decide to use English and Filipino as its base language 
is due to the presence of competent linguist here in the Philippines. Also, the groups 
found out that other existing translation system do not provide good translation for 
Filipino. However future projects may try to extend the language translated to other 
foreign languages as well [SHAR1992]. 

Justification on the Working Prototype Status 

The research, Philippine Style Chat, is a working prototype. There are instances where 
the process of developing a prototype can be a project itself. This is the case present with 
our research. The reason behind it is that a complete Machine Translation system is quite 
complex to develop in a matter of one-year. Complexity is seen in the building of 
dictionary, grammar rules, the presence of different ambiguities and handling of different 
translation cases. 

Statement of assumptions 

In order to have a more efficient and better translation, the following assumptions should 
be met: 

• The sentence construction should follow the subject-verb-object 
construct. Avoid run-on sentences and jargon. Sentences should be 
simple and direct. 

• It is advisable to keep sentence length under 128 characters per 
send. 

• The word count is encouraged to be within 25 words per sentence. 



• Avoid abbreviations. Unless the abbreviations were included in the 
shortcut list, the abbreviations will not be translated. 

• Special characters are skipped in the translation process 
• If the translator identifies more then one meaning for the word and 

cannot deduce from the context which meaning is more correct, the 
translation may not make sense. 

• If there are words that are not in the dictionary database, the 
sentence will undergo word for word translation. You may add any 
words in the dictionary for subsequent translation. 

• The user of the system is also assumed to know the basics on hoe 
to operate a computer and the Windows operating system. 

Operational Definitions 

> Chatting: light, easy, informal talk or conversation. 
> Context Free Grammar: are type 2 grammars that are widely used in syntactic 

description. It is a formal system that depicts a language by describing how legal 
text can be derived from symbols called axioms or sentence symbols. 

> Cross-platform: ability of the software to run in different platform 
> Globalize: to make global; especially to organize or establish worldwide. 
> Grammar Formalism: mathematical entities that can capture natural languages. 
> Machine Translation: attempts to automate all, or parts of the translation 

between two languages. 
>   Mobile Messaging: list of words or shortcuts used for text messaging and 

chatting. 
> Multilingual: using or capable of using several languages. 
> Natural Language: any type of languages naturally used by human, not an 

artificial or man-made language such as a programming language. 
> Natural Language Processing: is a convenient description of all attempts to use 

computers to process natural language. 
> Noun Phrase: can appear as subjects, objects, and in other contexts; sometimes 

proper names and pronouns are treated as phrases, given their distribution. 
> Parse: to separate (a sentence) into its parts, explaining the grammatical form and 

function of each of the parts and their interrelation 
> Parsing: the process of analyzing sentence to determine its syntactic structure 

according to a formal grammar. Not a goal in itself, but an intermediary step for 
the purpose of further processing, such as assignment of a meaning to the 
sentence. 

> Pragmatics: branch of linguistics that deals with language in action. 
> Prepositional Phrases: occurs in a variety of contexts and within almost all other 

phrase types. 
> Prototype: all or parts of a system that looks like the system under consideration 

but does not have the complete functionally of a real system; but it does not 
perform all the functions of a complete system. 

>   Production: rules for replacing non-terminal symbols in a symbols in a string 
with other non-terminal or terminal symbols. 



> Semantics: study of meaning in language. 
> Start symbol: special non-terminal symbol that appears in the initial string 

generated by the grammar. 
> Syntax: description of the word arrangement and of the relationships of meanings 

that these arrangements express. 
> Terminal symbols: the characters of the alphabet that appear in the strings 

generated by the grammar. 
> Transfer Approach: views translation as a three-phase process. First, analyze the 

input into a source language syntactic representation into the corresponding target 
language structure. Lastly, synthesize the output from that structure. 

> Verb Phrase: includes predicates as well as phrases appearing in other context. 

Methodology 

The system that will be developed is patterned after Rapid Application Development. 
Rapid Application Development is a relatively new approach to systems development 
that emerged in the 1990’s. Founded by James Martin, the methodology focuses on 
developing information systems that assure better and cheaper systems and more rapid 
development [HOFF1995]. Thereby, it addresses both weaknesses of the structured 
development methodologies: long development time and difficulty in understanding a 
system from paper-based description [DENN2000] 

There are four necessary pillars for Rapid Application Development approach: People, 
Tools, Methodology and Management. People or users are much involved in the 
prototyping processes where end users and analyst work together to design and iteratively 
redesign interfaces, displays and reports for new systems the prototyping is conducted in 
a session that resembles Joint Application Development sessions. In the sessions, users 
perform detailed reviews of the system prototypes and specifications. Tools are also an 
important part of the process. CASE tools, which include code generators for creating 
bug-free code from designs of interfaces, help speed-up prototyping. A coherent 
methodology that spells out the proper tasks to be done in the proper manner and support 
from management are also important pillars for Rapid Application Development 
[HOFF1995] 

The Rapid Application cycle contains the basic phases of any life cycle: planning, 
analysis, design and implementation, although he calls the phases Requirements 
Planning, User Design, Construction and cutover. It is treated as an adaptation of SDLC, 
but emphasizes on continuous iterative development rather than a strict step-by-step 
process. A way to view Rapid Application Development is that several SDLC phases 
occur simultaneously [HOFF1995]. 

Program Structure 

Transfer Process 



The transfer based translation process composed of three major steps. The first being the 
Analysis, followed by the transfer phase and finished off by the generation phase. The 
Analysis is centered on identifying the words to be translated, by deconstructing the 
sentence and by deconstructing the sentence and by identifying the words and their 
relationships to each other. There are three types of analysis: Lexical (which includes 
tokenisation and Morphological analysis), syntactic and semantic analysis. 

After the analysis comes the transfer phase is step wherein the system transfers the 
sentence, and given the data from the analysis of the words from the analysis phase, 
analyzes it syntactically through the parser operations. That is breaking down the 
sentence more by exposing the word’s grammatical associations to each other. To 
accomplish this, the system checks with its data dictionaries for the grammatical data it 
needs to identify the sentence patterns. And given the evaluation of the data the system 
can produce a grammatical equivalent of the sentence. 

The generation phase of the transfer approach transverse the parse tree to generate the 
output sentence. Afterwards, it undergoes morphological generation by adding the 
necessary prefixes, affixes and suffixes to complete the sentence. 

Analysis Phase 

Lexical Analysis 

There are three levels in the process of machine translation: the lexical level, the syntactic 
level, and the semantic level. The lexical level is the lowest of the three levels, dealing 
mostly with given alphabet of the source and target languages and a morphological 
analysis of the words. Low in the hierarchy it may be, it is nonetheless the most 
important, without the lexical level, translation to the next two levels would be next to 
impossible, as the lexical level is responsible for recognizing words that are not normally 
part of the dictionary DALE2000]. 

The first part of the lexical analysis is to ensure that the word to be analyzed is within the 
set parameters of the source language. This includes the identification of the source’s 
alphabet source dictionary. In our project however, that aspect is taken care of by an 
ability of the messenger to select the source and target languages. After analyzing and 
determining the source language parameters, the next step is to analyze the word in the 
morphological level, which is the core of the lexical analysis DALE2000] 

Tokenisation 

Tokenisation is the process of breaking up the sequence of characters in a text by locating 
the word boundaries, the points where one word ends and another word begin. The words 
that are identified are frequently referred to as tokens. For example, the token “sentence” 
is under the token noun, which is different from the punctuation mark tokens 
[BORRA1999]. Also known as word segmentation, tokenization, tokenisation is well 
established and used for artificial languages such as programming languages. Further on, 



tokenisation is widely used in two types of languages: space-delimited and unsegmented 
languages [DALE2000]. 

In both space-delimited and unsegmented languages, specific challenges of tokenisation 
lie in both the writing system and the typographical structure of the words. There are 
three main categories into which word structures are classified. The morphology of a 
word can be classified as isolating, in which words do not divide into smaller units, 
agglutinating, in which words divide into smaller units (morphemes) with clear 
boundaries between the morphemes are not clear and the component morphemes can 
express more than one grammatical meaning [DALE2000] 

Tokenisation in Space-delimited Language 

Since the system Philippine Style Chat will be translating two languages, English and 
Filipino, which are classified as space-delimited language, let’s take a look at issues 
affecting tokenisation in space-delimited language. In space-delimited language, most 
tokenisation ambiguities exist among uses of punctuation marks, such as periods, 
commas, quotations, apostrophes and hyphens, since the same punctuation mark can 
serve many functions in a single sentence, let alone a single text [DALE2000]. 

Example, the word “grammar” as noun becomes an adjective when added with an affix 
like “grammatical”. Compounding processing exist when two new independent words are 
used to form a new word [AGNO1994] 

Morphological analysis in machine translation considers the inflection and derivational 
processes and possibly compounding processes to analyze structurally each word and 
reduce them to their morphemes. Thus, the size of the dictionary will be greatly reduced 
since inflections and derivations of the word will not be included as part of the lexicon. 
Also, the tense, number, part of speech and role of a word in a sentence is determined 
through morphological analysis [BORRA1999]. 

Simply speaking, morphological analysis recognizing the words by identifying the 
prefix, infix, affixes and suffixes within them. 

Examples: Minamahal       Root: mahal 
Prefix: mina 

Iisipin Root: isip 
Prefix: i- 
Suffix: -in 

All the data on the pre-, in-, affix-, and suffixes, the rules surrounding their usage and 
corresponding target language equivalents and their grammatical roles in the sentence 
will come from a dictionary database that is derived form selected sources. Once the root 
word has been taken, the translation process goes to the next level of translation, the 



syntactic, with the data derived from the comparison search, the grammatical roles of 
each word and the rules from the tokenisation process. 

There are several ways to implement the rules to input to produce the output tree. Also, 
there are different procedures or parsing algorithms by which an input string can be 
assigned a structure. In this text, we’ll be discussing two types of parsing algorithms: 
bottom-up parsing and top-down parsing. [AGNO1994] 

Bottom-up parsing is a method that starts out with the words in the sentence and built the 
tree “bottom-up”. The first step is for each word in the sentence, look for a rule whose 
right hand side matches it. This states that every word should be labeled with a part with 
a part of speech (shown in the left hand side of the rule that matched it). The step is 
similar to looking up words in the dictionary. Then, starting from the left hand side of the 
sentence, find each rule whose right hand side matches will match one part of the speech. 
Keep doing this step, matching larger and larger bits of phrase structure until no more 
rules can be applied [AGNO1994]. 

On the other hand, a top down parser starts with S and attempts to guess what it is 
looking for in each sentence. It tries to guess if the sentence starts with the noun phrase 
and guess if the noun phrase consists of a noun and checks if the noun is located at the 
start of the sentence. Basically, it has a choice of possibilities. If the first choice is 
incorrect, it backs up and tries the next alternative. In the case of parsing a complicated 
grammar, it would eventually get the correct answer, perhaps only after many wrong 
guesses [AGNO1994]. 

Semantic Analysis 

Semantics is concerned about the meaning the words have and how they combine to form 
the sentence meanings. Before anything else, it is important to distinguish lexical 
semantics and structural semantics. Lexical semantics deals with the meanings of words, 
while structural semantics has to do with the meaning of phrases, including sentences. In 
our project, we will be dealing with both types of semantics [AGNO1994] 

Lexical Semantics 

There are various ways to represent word meanings. However, for it to be effective, it has 
to be useful in the field of machine translation, in machine translation, the words are 
associated with the semantic features, which corresponds to their sense components 
[AGNO1994]. 

Examples: 

Man =(+Human,+Masculine and +Adult) 
Woman =(+Human,-Masculine and+Adult) 
Boy =(+Human,+masculine and -Adult) 
Woman=(+Human-masculine and-Adult) 



Associating words with semantic features is useful because there is words that impose 
semantic constraints on what other kinds of words can occur with it [AGNO1994]. 

Example: 

The verb eat-its agent (the one who eats) is animate-its patient (that which is eaten) is 
edible, concrete (not abstract like sincerity) and solid (not liquid like beer or coffee) 

Encoding the constraint in our grammar rules by associating the features HUMAN and 
EDIBLE with appropriate nouns in the dictionary and describing that our entry for cat as 
something as cat=verb, AGENT=HUMAN, PATIENT=EDIBLE. The grammars will 
only accept objects of cut that have the feature EDIBLE. This type is coined as 
selectional restrictions and its filters out unwanted analysis (AGNO1994). 

The first type of restrictions we’ll be using in our project will be selectional in nature. 
selectional in nature, selectional restrictions is very useful device and found in most MT 
systems in a greater or lesser extent. Selectional restrictions in terms of semantic relations 
can help one of the thorniest problems for machine translation, namely translation of 
prepositions [AGNO1994]. 

Example: 

The translation of the English preposition on can have two translations in Filipino, as in 
the following: 

(1) English: at noontime 
Filipino: sa tanghalian 
(2) English: at home 
Filipino: nasa bahay. 

The choice of Filipino preposition depends on the type of the noun that follows it. 
Roughly, where a temporal noun follows the preposition, as in (1), it translates as sa. If 
however, the preposition is followed by a locative noun, it translates as nasa [AGNO1994] 

Examples: 

at, SR=TIME-sa 
at, SR=PLACE-nasa 

The semantic relations are assigned on the basis of the noun that follows the prepositions. 
This denotes that noun noontime must be marked in the dictionary with some temporal 
feature (ex semtype=TIME), while nouns like table are labeled with some locational 
feature (ex. Semtype=location) [AGNOr994]. 



Structural Semantics 

Semantics is also concerned with linguistics systems such as tense and aspects and 
determination, all of which are important in translation. Consider the problem of how to 
translate the present tense in French to English where there are possibilities, stated in the 
following [AGNO1994]. 

(1) French: Elle vit a Londres 
English (l)-She lives in London 
English (2)-She has lived in London 

Of course, one would try to formulate rules that would describe the conditions under 
which French present tense would be translated to English present. An approach would 
be dissect the English tense system. The English Tense system conveys two types of 
information. One is the time of event-both the present simple I SING and the present 
progressive I AM SINGING describes an event in the present. The other one is the nature 
of the event- e.g. the progressive stresses that the event is “in progress”. Therefore, let’s 
use the word TENSE to mean the time of the event and ASPECT to refer to the way it’s 
viewed. To refer to the way it’s viewed. Let’s use TIME REFERENCE to cover both and 
aspect [ARNO1994]. 

We can think of a tense as expressing a relation between the time of the event and the 
time of speech. Thus, with the present (I SING), the time of the event (which we call E) 
overlaps with the time of speech (which we call S) Contrast it with the future (I SHALL 
SING) where the time of the event follows the time of speech. (E follows S) or the past 
where E precedes S. But problems occur when the simple past (I SANG) and the past- 
perfect (I HAD SUNG). Both cases show that the time of event is prior to the time. A 
solution to it is an additional point of time, which is called is called REFERENCE 
TIME(R) [AGN01994]. 

The following shows the notation 
Sam has eaten past-perfect R        precedes          S,        E 
Precedes R 
Sam ate simple past R        precedes          S,        E 
Coincides with R 
Sam has eaten present perfect R        coincides with S,        E 

By analyzing the sentence, we now have the technique to represent the difference in tense 
and aspects of the examples above. In this way, if the source language is in present tense 
form, then we have a way of analyzing the sentence to ensure that the target language 
also falls under present tense form [AGNO1994]. 



Transfer 

The transfer phase takes a representation of the source language as input and outputs the 
corresponding representation or structure of the target language. There are generally two 
types of transfer rules used and lexical transfer-based system. These are the structural 
rules and lexical transfer rules. 

Lexical transfer transverse the structure, locates the first feature and the translation rules 
for the feature. If no translation rule exists, it is simply carried over to the target structure 
[BORR 1999]. 

Structural transfer rules involve source to target transfer of rules. The target structure is 
determined through the mapping database that assigns a Source Language based structure 
[BORR1999]. 

Generator 

The generator phase function as the reverse process of taking an input string a producing 
representation for it. Therefore, it tries to generate a string from a constituent structure 
representation. In other words, one needs to do something with the words in order to get 
the correct form. The output would then be a list of tokens or words that form a sentence 
for the target language [BORR 1999] 

Examples of the Translation Process 

Example no. 1 

Type of Translations: English to Filipino 
Input Sentence: I love you 
Output Sentences: Mahal kita 

Translation Process 

Analysis phase 

First step: Tokenisation 

The system breaks down the sentences “I love you”. To three separate words Love, You, 
and I through analyzing the white spaces in between the words in the sentences. It also 
recognizes that the tokenisation ends there through the period (.) located at the end of the 
sentence. 

Diagram: 



I love you. →    word 1:I 
word  2: LOVE 
word  3: YOU 

Step : Lexical Analysis 
Morphological Analysis 

The system cross checks each word with the data dictionary of the source language for 
possible pre-/in-/-affix/suffixes in the event that the dictionary does not recognize the 
word. Since the words I, Love and You don’t have the pre-/in/affix/suffix, then 
morphological analysis is completed. 

The dictionary entries also contain additional data about the words that are checked, for 
each word it is assigned a list of all possible equivalent meanings in the target language 
by cross checking the two databases as well as the grammatical data of the word, that 
being a noun, pronoun, subject, object or whatever possible case may be for that 
particular word. This data is then transferred for the transfer part of the translation 
process. 

Sample data taken from dictionary database 

Word Lexical Entries 

I Part of Speech: pronoun 
Root: I 
Number: Plural 

Love Part of Speech: Noun/verb 
Root: love 
Number: plural 

You Part of Speech: Pronoun 
Root: you 
Number: Plural 

Third step: Parsing 

After the system takes the data from the dictionary, it will generate the tree based on the 
grammar structure. 
The parsing technique is a method of analyzing a sentence to determine its structure 
according to the grammar [BORRA1999]. In order to fully understand parsing, it has to 
be emphasized that the goal of an automatic parser is to take a formal grammar and apply 



the grammar to the sentence in order to: a) Check that it is indeed grammatical and b) 
Given that is grammatical, show how the words are combined into phases [AGNO1994]. 

Tree generated 

 
Conclusion 

Globalization has stamped its influence in the society today. In order to stay competitive 
with the times, development should be made in order to bring us closer to the global 
community. Communication and the Internet play a big role in fulfilling that need. 
However, the fact that people from different nationalities communicate using different 
languages poses a big problem. An online-real time translator can be a useful tool to help 
solve the dilemma. 

The instant messenger translation system the group will be developing will translate the 
Tagalog-based Filipino language to the English language and vice versa. The mode of 
communicating will be using are natural languages and the message sent will only 
accommodate up to two sentences only. 

Several concepts are directly related to the development of an online, real -time chat 
translator. This study tackles the general concept of communication to specific concepts 
like Natural Language Processing and Machine Translation. It also provided an overview 
of the different online real-time machine translation systems available in the market 
today. 
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